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• All participants should read the Grant Guidelines for the National Intelligence and Security Discovery Research Grants 2021 (NISDRG) (grant guidelines) and specific Instructions to Applicants documents available on GrantConnect as they contain important information for Research Office staff and individual participants preparing applications.

• We do not respond to queries from individual participants. Individual participants should direct all queries regarding NISDRG grant opportunities to their Administering Organisation’s Research Office (or equivalent). If further information regarding the NISDRG is required, the Research Office should email ARC-NISDRG@arc.gov.au or call 02 6287 6600.

• Information regarding the Research Management System (RMS) is available at the Grants Services page on the ARC website, or by contacting RMSSupport@arc.gov.au for assistance.

• To access the relevant version of RMS go to:
  o Office of National Intelligence RMS (Intelligence Challenges).
  o Department of Defence RMS (National Security Challenges).

• Please ensure that your application is eligible in accordance with the grant guidelines.

• This Frequently Asked Questions document will be updated as required.
Difference from ARC grant programs

1. **Is the NISDRG Program funded by the ARC?**

   No. The NISDRG Program has been fully funded by the Office of National Intelligence (ONI) and the Department of Defence (Defence). It is not using any ARC funding.

   The ARC is providing grant administration services, which means the ARC will facilitate the application and assessment process and manage the day to day administration for awarded grants on behalf of the ONI and Defence.

2. **How does NISDRG differ from ARC grant schemes?**

   Some key points include:

   - Applications for the Intelligence Challenges Grant Opportunity must select and address one or more Intelligence Challenges for ONI.
   - Applications for the National Security Challenges Grant Opportunity must select and address one or more National Security Challenges for Defence.
   - No ARC grant or application limits apply for these Grant Opportunities.
   - The *ARC Medical Research Policy* does not apply to these Grant Opportunities.
   - Every Eligible Organisation named on the application must have a Chief Investigator (CI) listed on the application.
   - Every Other Organisation named on the application must have a Partner Investigator (PI) listed on the application.
   - All CIs, PIs and personnel that receive salary support or stipends are required to be Australian citizens or Australian Permanent residents or New Zealand Special Category Visa holder.
   - You must carefully read the NISDRG Grant Guidelines for all eligibility requirements.

3. **What is the eligibility process for NISDRG?**

   The ARC will review your application against the eligibility criteria described in the grant guidelines on behalf of the ONI and Defence. Information contained in the application may be provided to other Commonwealth entities for the purpose of confirming eligibility.

   If an application is considered ineligible, you will be notified during the assessment period. You may submit an appeal against the administrative process in relation to this decision (eligibility appeal) within 30 days of the date of the eligibility decision notification, as specified in section 9 of the grant guidelines.

   If an application is ineligible, the application may not be progressed through the assessment process and an ineligible application will not be recommended for funding.
Definitions

4. **Chief Investigators (CIs), Partner Investigators (PIs) and personnel that receive salary support or stipends are required to be Australian citizens or Australian permanent resident visa holders. What does Australian resident mean for the purpose of the NISDRG Program?**

   As per the glossary in the grant guidelines, an Australian resident means “Australian permanent resident or New Zealand Special Category Visa holder”.

5. **Other Organisations must be Australian organisations. What does Australian Organisation mean for the purpose of the NISDRG Program?**

   As per the glossary in the grant guidelines, an Australian Organisation has its headquarters in Australia, has a board with a majority of Australian citizens or Australian residents, and has an Australian Business Number (ABN).

Other

6. **Where can I find the key dates for the NISDRG program?**

   You can find the key dates on the Research Grant Services page on the ARC website - [https://www.arc.gov.au/research-grants-services/arc-research-grants-services-rms-nisdrg](https://www.arc.gov.au/research-grants-services/arc-research-grants-services-rms-nisdrg)

7. **Can I apply for both NISDRG programs with the same or similar project?**

   Yes, however each program requires applicants to address differing research priorities. Further information about the Challenges is available on the Research Grants Services page on the [ARC website](https://www.arc.gov.au/).

   Consider how the proposed project addresses the Intelligence Challenges for ONI or the National Security Challenges for Defence. Also consider that if more than one project is awarded, how do they differ so there is no Commonwealth overlap of funding.

8. **Is the application form available in RMS and how do I find the ONI or Defence portals to apply?**

   Applications for the NISDRG grant opportunity must be prepared and submitted through the specific ONI or Department of Defence portals of the Research Management System (RMS). Applicants and participants must not use the standard ARC RMS portal for this grant opportunity.

   Participants can use their ARC RMS login ID and password to access either portal. More information about RMS, and links to the RMS portals for these Grant Opportunities, is available on the ARC website.

9. **If I modify my user details in RMS, does this get reflected in the NISDRG application form?**

   The information currently stored in an RMS participant's ‘Person Profile’ will be utilised across all RMS portals for auto-populating sections of the application form. ‘Person Profile’ information can be edited by a participant in any portal and will be reflected in the others (i.e. if ‘Person Profile’ information is changed in the ONI or
Department of Defence portals of RMS these changes will be automatically reflected in the ‘Person Profile’ part of ARC RMS). Please ensure you have updated your Personal Details page of RMS as there are new questions that must be answered.

10. The ARC Policies only reference the National Competitive Grants Program and ARC funding, do they really apply?

Compliance with ARC Policies detailed in the NISDRG Grant Guidelines and the NISDRG Grant Agreement is required for NISDRG.

Where Policies reference ‘ARC funding applications’ or ‘ARC funded projects’ this also means ‘funding applications for grants funded by other Commonwealth entities administered by the ARC’ and ‘funded projects of other entities administered by the ARC’.

11. What are the NISDRG Challenges and how do I find out more about them?

The Intelligence Challenges and the National Security Challenges have been developed under the broad National Security Science and Technology Priorities. The Challenges are priority research areas which will be updated from round to round.

The Intelligence Challenges can be found on GrantConnect:

Forecast Opportunity View - **NI22R1**

Grant Opportunity View – **GO5098**

The National Security Challenges can be found on GrantConnect:

Forecast Opportunity View - **NS22R1**

Grant Opportunity View – **GO5099**

12. Have the Challenges changed since the previous Grant Opportunity?

The Intelligence Challenges have not changed. However, as comparatively few Round 1 applications were received that specifically addressed the ‘Identity Management’ Challenge, applications that address the ‘Identity Management’ Challenge are strongly encouraged. The intention is that the NISDRG program will address all the Intelligence Challenges. Unsuccessful Round 1 applicants are welcome to reapply.

The National Security Challenges have changed from Round 1. Please see the National Security Challenges document for more information on the current challenges.

**Information about the Intelligence Challenges and National Security Challenges is available on the Research Grants Services page on the [ARC website](http://arc.gov.au): ARC Research Grants Services: National Intelligence and Security Discovery Research Grants Program | Australian Research Council.**
13. **Will the Challenges be the same in the next Grant Opportunity?**

   The National Security Challenges and Intelligence Challenges will be reviewed before the next Grant Opportunity.

14. **Why do I have to provide passport or visa information for all Chief Investigators and Partner Investigators for Participant Eligibility? Where does this information go and for what purpose?**

   The Passport and Visa number information entered in RMS will enable ONI and Defence to verify Australian citizenship, Australian Permanent Residency or New Zealand Special Category Visa status of named participants on NISDRG applications. Information entered into RMS will not be visible to other applicants or assessors, although will be viewed by Research Offices.

15. **Is the Department of Defence and its staff allowed to be named as participants in these grants?**

   Department of Defence staff are not to be named participants (Chief or Partner Investigators), and the Department of Defence is not to be listed as an Other Organisation in a NISDRG application or funded grant. Existing relationships between participants and the Department of Defence shall be declared and managed as a conflict of interest by the Administering Organisation. For example, participants receiving Department of Defence funding for a different research project must declare this funding to ensure potential conflicts of interest are raised.

16. **Are National Intelligence Community member entities and their staff allowed to be named as participants in these grants?**

   Member entities of the National Intelligence Community (a list is available on the [ONI website](https://www.oni.gov.au)) and their staff are not to be named participants (Chief or Partner Investigators), and National Intelligence Community member entities (agencies) are not to be listed as an Other Organisation in a NISDRG application or funded grant. Existing relationships between participants and the National Intelligence Community shall be declared and managed as a conflict of interest by the Administering Organisation. For example, participants receiving National Intelligence Community funding for a different research project must declare this funding to ensure potential conflicts of interest are raised.

17. **Can Publicly Funded Research Agencies (PFRAs) be named as participants in these grants?**

   Yes, a PFRA can be named as a participant, however while a PFRA may be able to engage with an eligible institution on a grant application, there can be no flow of grant funds, either directly or indirectly, from the eligible institution to the PFRA. The PFRA must contribute their own resources, e.g. staff time, facility access, etc, into the proposed project. An example would be if the PFRA was listed as an Other Organisation, and that PFRA’s facility or equipment was to be used by the project, no costs could be charged to the grant for the use of that facility or equipment.
18. Are letters of support from Defence or an intelligence agency permitted?

Letters of support from Defence or an intelligence agency are not permitted to be included as part of an application.

19. Is an Army Reserve Officer (previously was a Serving Officer in the Army) eligible to apply?

The participant would need to declare their reservist association. Existing relationships between participants and the National Intelligence Community and/or the Department of Defence shall be declared and managed as a conflict of interest by the Administering Organisation.

20. Question A2, the form does not allow a user to select a Relevant Organisation. This then appears to cause a validation error that states the admin organisation has no participants

All organisations participating in the National Intelligence and Security Discovery Research Grants (NISDRG) program and listed in question A3 must have at least one named participant listed in question A2. For this question to validate all participants must complete the relevant question in Part F of the application form.

21. Are international collaborations supported by the grant?

Any international collaboration must be necessary to the project and justified in relevant questions in the form, including the project description and budget justifications.

22. Why aren’t my Field of Research codes appearing in my RMS profile?

In 2020 a new set of ANZSRC Fields of Research (FoR) codes were released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). You will need to convert your existing 2008 codes to the 2020 codes within your profile for them to populate to the application form. More information about converting FoR codes can be found in the RMS User Management Guide located on the ARC Website.

23. Does everyone working on the Grant Project need to be an Australia Citizen?

All personnel paid from the grant must be an Australian citizen or resident as detailed in the Grant Guidelines at section 4.15 and the Grant Agreement, at section A2.2.7 (‘Other Personnel’) & A2.2.6 (‘Specified Personnel’) of the Grant Agreement.